Methotrexate is used to treat autoimmune diseases and malignancies, including acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). Inter-individual variation in clearance of methotrexate results in heterogeneous systemic exposure, clinical efficacy, and toxicity. In a genome-wide association study of children with ALL, we identified SLCO1B1 as harboring multiple common polymorphisms associated with methotrexate clearance. The extent of influence of rare versus common variants on pharmacogenomic phenotypes remains largely unexplored. We tested the hypothesis that rare variants in SLCO1B1 could affect methotrexate clearance and compared the influence of common versus rare variants in addition to clinical covariates on clearance. From deep resequencing of SLCO1B1 exons in 699 children, we identified 93 SNPs, 15 of which were nonsynonymous (NS). Three of these NS SNPs were common, with a minor allele frequency (MAF) >5%, one had low frequency (MAF 1%-5%), and 11 were rare (MAF <1%). NS SNPs (common or rare) predicted to be functionally damaging were more likely to be found among patients with the lowest methotrexate clearance than patients with high clearance. We verified lower function in vitro of four SLCO1B1 haplotypes that were associated with reduced methotrexate clearance. In a multivariate stepwise regression analysis adjusting for other genetic and non-genetic covariates, SLCO1B1 variants accounted for 10.7% of the population variability in clearance. Of that variability, common NS variants accounted for the majority, but rare damaging NS variants constituted 17.8% of SLCO1B1's effects (1.9% of total variation) and had larger effect sizes than common NS variants. Our results show that rare variants are likely to have an important effect on pharmacogenetic phenotypes.
Methotrexate is used to treat autoimmune diseases and malignancies, including acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). Inter-individual variation in clearance of methotrexate results in heterogeneous systemic exposure, clinical efficacy, and toxicity. In a genome-wide association study of children with ALL, we identified SLCO1B1 as harboring multiple common polymorphisms associated with methotrexate clearance. The extent of influence of rare versus common variants on pharmacogenomic phenotypes remains largely unexplored. We tested the hypothesis that rare variants in SLCO1B1 could affect methotrexate clearance and compared the influence of common versus rare variants in addition to clinical covariates on clearance. From deep resequencing of SLCO1B1 exons in 699 children, we identified 93 SNPs, 15 of which were nonsynonymous (NS). Three of these NS SNPs were common, with a minor allele frequency (MAF) >5%, one had low frequency (MAF 1%-5%), and 11 were rare (MAF <1%). NS SNPs (common or rare) predicted to be functionally damaging were more likely to be found among patients with the lowest methotrexate clearance than patients with high clearance. We verified lower function in vitro of four SLCO1B1 haplotypes that were associated with reduced methotrexate clearance. In a multivariate stepwise regression analysis adjusting for other genetic and non-genetic covariates, SLCO1B1 variants accounted for 10.7% of the population variability in clearance. Of that variability, common NS variants accounted for the majority, but rare damaging NS variants constituted 17.8% of SLCO1B1's effects (1.9% of total variation) and had larger effect sizes than common NS variants. Our results show that rare variants are likely to have an important effect on pharmacogenetic phenotypes.
[Supplemental material is available for this article.]
Methotrexate is an antifolate agent used to treat malignancies, including acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), as well as for autoimmune diseases, such as rheumatoid arthritis. Methotrexate inhibits folate synthesis and hence DNA synthesis, causing proliferating cells to undergo apoptosis. Inter-individual variation in clearance of methotrexate results in vastly different exposure to the drug, which affects its clinical effectiveness and toxicity (Evans et al. 1984 (Evans et al. , 1986 (Evans et al. , 1998 . In a genome-wide association study (GWAS) of children with ALL, we identified SLCO1B1 as the only locus harboring single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with methotrexate clearance at a genome-wide significance level (Supplemental Fig. 1 ; Trevino et al. 2009 ). Preclinical (van de Steeg et al. 2009 (van de Steeg et al. , 2010 and clinical in vivo studies have confirmed the association and the importance of this gene to methotrexate disposition and effect.
SLCO1B1 encodes SLCO1B1 (also known as OATP1B1), a hepatic organic anion transporter that also mediates disposition of many medications (including statins and irinotecan) and biochemicals (Konig et al. 2000; Abe et al. 2001; Hirano et al. 2004; Nozawa et al. 2005; Weaver and Hagenbuch 2010) . Although many SNPs have been identified in SLCO1B1, only a few are known to have functional effects (Franke et al. 2010) . The common T521C variant (rs4149056), which produces a V174A substitution, is present at a minor allele frequency (MAF) of ;13% across most populations (Pasanen et al. 2008 ). This substitution results in decreased transport function in vitro (Tirona et al. 2001; Iwai et al. 2004; Kameyama et al. 2005 ) and lower drug clearance in vivo (Niemi et al. 2004 (Niemi et al. , 2005a Pasanen et al. 2006 Pasanen et al. , 2007 . We confirmed the reduced clearance of methotrexate in those carrying the C allele of rs4149056 (Trevino et al. 2009) , and it has since been validated ). However, we found multiple linkage disequilibrium (LD) blocks in SLCO1B1 harboring SNPs independently associated with methotrexate clearance (Supplemental Fig.  2 ), suggesting that variation throughout the SLCO1B1 gene may be important for methotrexate disposition.
Although many of the SNPs previously identified in SLCO1B1 were common (MAF > 5%), our goal was to identify all variants, both common and rare, and determine whether rare variants also have a role in methotrexate disposition. There has been little phenotypic analysis of rare variants in pharmacogenomics to date, particularly in the setting of follow-up of a pharmacogenetics GWAS signal (Asimit and Zeggini 2011) . As genetic testing moves from research to clinical implementation, it is important to define the relative contribution of common versus rare genetic variants in influencing phenotypic variation (Bodmer and Bonilla 2008; Bansal et al. 2010; Liu and Leal 2010; Zhu et al. 2011) . Several current clinically available pharmacogenetic tests focus only on common variants (Altman et al. 2011) ; if rare variants must be interrogated, clinical genetic testing will likely need to become 100% sequence-based to be adequate, which will involve technical and informatic challenges. Therefore, we comprehensively interrogated SLCO1B1 genetic variations in DNA from patients who had been carefully phenotyped for methotrexate clearance.
Results
After our GWAS identified SLCO1B1 as the only locus harboring SNPs associated with methotrexate clearance at the genome-wide significance level (Supplemental Fig. 1 ; Trevino et al. 2009 ), we sequenced the gene in a large group of well-phenotyped patients (Table 1) . We used a combination of sequencing exons in the entire patient group and a strategy of focusing on the phenotypic outliers (Cohen et al. 2006 ) (highest vs. lowest methotrexate clearance patients) to detect important variants; we verified that a strategy of focusing on the outliers identified the important variants (Supplemental Fig. 3 ). We found 39 SNPs in exons 10-15 among all patients, and 21 SNPs in exons 1-9 among the phenotypic outliers; we genotyped all of these, in addition to all other published nonsynonymous (NS) SNPs, in all patients (Supplemental Fig. 4 ). In total, we genotyped 104 SNPs, 93 of which were polymorphic in our 699 patients (Supplemental Table 1 ).
Of the 93 SNPs, 15 were NS, and seven of these were categorized as functionally damaging by at least three of four computational prediction algorithms (Ng and Henikoff 2001; Ferrer-Costa et al. 2004; Yue et al. 2006; Adzhubei et al. 2010) , whereas the other eight NS SNPs were categorized as tolerated ( Table 2) . Three of these NS SNPs were common, with a minor allele frequency (MAF) >5%, one had low frequency (MAF 1%-5%), and 11 were rare (MAF < 1%). Among patients with extreme phenotypes (Fig. 1A) , we found an overrepresentation of damaging NS SNPs in those with the lowest decile for clearance compared with those with the average (45th-55th percentile) or highest deciles ( p = 2.3 3 10 À8 ) (Fig. 1C) . Even after excluding patients with the damaging C alleles at the common rs4149056 polymorphism, the same trend holds for rare damaging NS SNPs ( p = 0.026) (Fig. 1D) . When all NS SNPs (irrespective of functional status) were considered, there was no evidence of overrepresentation of variant alleles in patients with extremely high or low clearances ( p = 0.3) (Fig. 1B) .
Because it has already been established that the rs4149056 C allele confers reduced transporter function, we examined which other SLCO1B1 polymorphisms were associated with methotrexate clearance. Among the 542 patients who were homozygous for the rs4149056 T allele, the 14 patients with rare damaging NS SNPs had lower methotrexate clearance than the 20 patients with rare tolerated NS SNPs ( p = 0.001) ( Fig. 2A) and the other 508 patients without any rare NS SNPs ( p = 8 3 10
À4
). Effect size tended to be inversely related to MAF (Fig. 2B ), although small sample sizes (inherent in rare variant analysis) precluded statistical significance in many cases. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that rare damaging SNPs may have more profound effects on phenotype than common SNPs (Zhu et al. 2011) .
Considering all 93 SNPs (adjusting for treatment arm, ancestry, gender, and age), 27 SNP genotypes (Supplemental Table 2 ) were associated with methotrexate clearance ( p < 0.05). To identify which SNP genotypes were associated with clearance independent of their LD with the common rs4149056 NS SNP, we performed multivariate linear regression analysis with rs4149056 as a covariate: 23 of the 27 SNPs retained their association ( p < 0.05) (Supplemental Table 2 ). Interestingly, an additional 12 SNPs were associated ( p < 0.05) with clearance only after adjustment for rs4149056, indicating that the effect of these variants may be masked by the variation due to this common functional variant. Within the entire cohort of 699 patients, common low-function rs4149056 C alleles were present in 157 patients (22.4% of all children, MAF 12%), and an additional 15 Ramsey et al.
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on July 31, 2017 -Published by genome.cshlp.org Downloaded from (2.1% of children) had one rare allele associated with reduced methotrexate clearance (Exon3_560: one patient; Exon3_602: one patient; rs59502379: six patients; rs79661732: seven patients). Taken together, our results indicate that rare NS SNPs account for substantial variability in a small but nonnegligible percentage of patients.
Of the seven damaging NS SNPs, the minor allele for three was related to lower methotrexate clearance in the entire group of 699 patients ( p < 0.05) ( Table 2) . Conversely, the minor allele for three of the eight tolerated NS SNPs was associated with increased methotrexate clearance ( p < 0.05; rs2306283 only after adjusting for rs4149056). The three damaging and three tolerated SNPs associated with clearance remain significant after adjusting for rs4149056. The rs2306283 SNP encodes an N130D substitution and becomes significant only after adjusting for rs4149056 ( p = 0.34 before and p = 2.4 3 10 À5 after adjustment) by conferring higher methotrexate clearance in the patients heterozygous for rs4149056 (Supplemental Fig. 5 ), which was confirmed in a classification and regression tree analysis (Supplemental Fig. 6 ).
To estimate the percentages of variability in methotrexate clearance accounted for by non-genetic and genetic variation, a multivariate analysis with forward variable selection revealed that the clinical covariates of treatment arm, age, ancestry, and gender accounted for 16.8%, 3.7%, 2%, and 0.2% of inter-patient variability in clearance, respectively. Variants in SLCO1B1 accounted for 10.7% of inter-patient variability in clearance, with rare damaging and common coding SNPs accounting for 1.9% and 6.3%, respectively (Fig. 3) . Of the clearance variation accounted for by SLCO1B1 (10.7% of the total), rare damaging NS variants constituted 17.8% of SLCO1B1's effect on All NS SNPs were tested for functional effects by four different prediction algorithms (Supplemental Table 5 ). (AA sub) Amino acid substitution; (Number dam alg) number of algorithms predicting the variant allele as damaging; (MAF) minor allele frequency, asterisks represent singletons; (P-value) univariate analysis associating variant allele with methotrexate clearance using a general linear model adjusted for age, gender, ancestry and treatment arm, as described in Methods; (p after T521C adj) univariate analysis associating variant allele with methotrexate clearance using a general linear model adjusted for age, gender, ancestry, treatment arm, and rs4149056 (T521C) genotype; (Effect size) change in methotrexate clearance (from the baseline for adjusted clearance of 0 mL/min/m 2 6 standard error) associated with each copy of the minor allele. (Fig. 3) . The rare damaging SNPs explained a significant portion of the variability in MTX clearance ( p = 0.00014). Overall, clinical and genetic covariates accounted for one-third of the population variation in clearance.
Based on 15 NS SNPs, we observed 20 SLCO1B1 haplotypes (Fig. 4A) , five of which were previously reported (Tirona et al. 2001; Pasanen et al. 2008) . In a univariate linear regression model, the *5 ( p = 6.4 3 10 À4 ) and *15 ( p = 9.2 3 10 À9 ) haplotypes and two novel haplotypes (*23, p < 0.009 and *31, p < 0.03) were associated with low methotrexate clearance. The *14 haplotype ( p = 1.5 3 10 À7 ) and one novel haplotype (*35, p < 0.007) were associated with high clearance. All four haplotypes that were associated with low clearance contain an NS SNP predicted to be damaging, whereas the two haplotypes associated with high clearance only harbor NS SNPs predicted to be tolerated by all four prediction algorithms. The haplotypes harboring damaging NS SNPs are clustered with low-clearance patients (Fig. 4B) , haplotypes harboring tolerated NS SNPs are clustered with high-clearance patients, and those heterozygous for highclearance and low-clearance haplotypes are clustered with patients with no variant alleles (and intermediate clearance), suggesting that the low-and high-activity alleles offset each other's effects.
To test for the functional consequences of novel variants discovered in our patients, we stably expressed SLCO1B1 variants in mammalian HEK293 cells and measured the rate of methotrexate transport. The in vivo pharmacokinetic findings were supported by these in vitro functional studies: Cellular uptake of methotrexate in vitro was reduced in cells stably transfected with the SLCO1B1 haplotypes associated with reduced methotrexate clearance in patients (*5, *15, *23, and *31) (Fig. 4C ).
Discussion
Our study demonstrates that both rare and common genomic variations contribute to meaningful phenotypic variation in drug disposition. Using computational tools for estimating functional effects of NS substitutions (Carr et al. 2009 ; Gonzalez-Perez and Lopez-Bigas 2011), we found that damaging SNP genotypes concentrated among those with the lowest methotrexate clearance, with similar results when only rare damaging SNPs were considered (Fig. 1) . Also important is that patients with intermediate clearance carried a burden of damaging SNPs in between the two outlying clearance groups, and in patients without the common damaging rs4149056 C allele, clearance was lower in those who harbored rare damaging SNP genotypes compared with those who harbored rare tolerated NS SNPs or no rare NS SNPs (Fig. 2) . Despite some concerns about performance of computational tools to estimate functional effects of NS SNPs, the approach worked well in this study: Even combining the SNPs predicted to be damaging and tolerated into diplotypes yielded the expected intermediate level of methotrexate clearances (Fig. 4B) . Moreover, our in vitro functional experiments validated the algorithms used to predict damaging SNPs and mimicked our in vivo assessments of clearance for each of the haplotypes with SNPs predicted to be damaging (Fig. 4C) .
For example, one novel SNP (Exon_3_602) was observed only once among nearly 1400 chromosomes in our patients and resul- Table 2 . Of the variation in clearance explained by SLCO1B1 polymorphisms, the percent apportioned to each category of SNP (common NS, rare NS, synonymous, 59 upstream, or intronic) is illustrated in the pie chart at right. ted in the substitution of arginine at position 57 in the first extracellular loop (Fig. 5) . In vitro mutagenesis had suggested that this site might be important for substrate binding, because it is a highly conserved, positively charged amino acid facing the putative binding pocket (Weaver and Hagenbuch 2010) . We found that the *23 haplotype, which harbors a variant predicted to be damaging at position 71, has severely reduced methotrexate uptake in vitro (Fig. 4C) , consistent with our in vivo assessments of clearance (Fig. 4B) . Additionally, the *5 haplotype displayed a greater magnitude of a reduction in methotrexate transport in vitro than did the *15 haplotype, mimicking the patient data (i.e., *1a/*5 patients had lower clearance than *1a/*15 patients).
Epistasis is illustrated by the rs2306283 N130D SNP genotype in the second extracellular loop (Fig. 5) , which was related to higher methotrexate clearance in patients carrying the lower-function rs4149056 T521C allele (which resides in the fourth transmembrane domain) (Supplemental Fig. 5 ; Pasanen et al. 2008) . The G allele of rs2306283 is predicted by all four algorithms to be tolerated and is associated with increased clearance of methotrexate only after considering the rs4149056 genotype. Even though there was no statistically significant interaction between rs4149056 and rs2306283 ( p = 0.08), the effect size of the G allele of rs2306283 was much greater in the rs4149056 TT/CC patients (36 6 9.8 mL/min per meter squared) than in the patients with the rs4149056 TT genotype (8.3 6 2.1 mL/min per meter squared) (Supplemental Table 4 ).
It is important that pharmacogenetic studies include all possible non-genetic covariates as part of the process for evaluating the quantitative contribution of genetic variation to the phenotype. Because all 699 patients were participating in clinical trials, we had outstanding ascertainment of all covariates. We could account for one-third of population variability in clearance, with 10.7% of all variation due to SLCO1B1 variants. Of that 10.7%, rare variants accounted for 17.8% of the variation attributed to SLCO1B1 SNPs. Thus, 15 of 699 unselected patients (2.1%) carried a rare NS allele in SLCO1B1, indicating that for the phenotype of methotrexate clearance, rare variation has an effect for a non-negligible proportion of patients.
The percentage of variation in methotrexate clearance accounted for by clinical covariates (22.7%) is comparable www.genome.org to the 19.7% described for a complex phenotype such has hypertriglyceridemia ( Johansen et al. 2010) , although for our pharmacogenetic phenotype, rare variants constituted a greater proportion of genetic variation (17.8%) than was true for rare variants associated with hypertriglyceridemia. Rare NS SNPs conferring either lower (if damaging) or higher (if tolerated) function for nonpharmacogenetic phenotypes, such as blood pressure (Tomaszewski et al. 2010 ) and other phenotypes, has been demonstrated (Cohen et al. 2006; Momozawa et al. 2010) . Thus, evidence is mounting that rare variants may be important to capture for the level of comprehensive interrogation of genetic variation that will be needed in clinical genetic testing.
Although we could explain a third of the inter-individual variation in methotrexate clearance based on SLCO1B1 variation and non-genetic covariates, the other two-thirds of inter-patient variability remains unexplained. This variation could be due to epigenetic variation, genomic variation not assessed (in non-coding or coding regions), differences in regulatory miRNA, post-translational modification or gene expression, or other clinical or environmental variables not assessed. Moreover, additional studies of methotrexate disposition with low-dose methotrexate and with other regimens of high-dose methotrexate will be needed to assess the role of SLCO1B1 variation in other clinical contexts.
Our study serves as a proof-of-principle for follow-up of a gene hit resulting from a GWAS in pharmacogenomics; here, a single gene (SLCO1B1) had common variants associated with drug clearance, but deep sequencing yielded additional rare variants that are likely to be functional and have penetrant effects. As is true for some disease phenotypes, our findings support the hypothesis that a combination of common and rare variants is likely to be important for pharmacogenetic phenotypes. There will be challenges when genotyping tests are deployed in the clinic, because it is likely that sequencing will be required for detection of rare variants for that small but non-negligible group of patients who harbor them.
Methods
Methotrexate clearance was assessed for a total of 4184 courses administered at 2-5 g/m 2 in 699 patients; doses for patients enrolled on the Total XV trial were adjusted based on pharmacokinetic parameters to achieve a desired plasma exposure, as described ). Parents and patients gave informed consent or assent where appropriate, and the study was approved by the Institutional Review Board. Details of the two clinical trials and pharmacokinetic analysis have been previously published (Pui et al. 2004 Trevino et al. 2009 ). The genome-wide array data were previously published on 640 of these patients (Trevino et al. 2009 ); the current cohort includes an additional 59 patients not reported in the original GWAS (Supplemental Fig. 7) .
Genotyping
In addition to all common variants (n = 24) interrogated on a genome-wide array (Trevino et al. 2009 ), we extensively sequenced and genotyped all SLCO1B1 exons and surrounding introns and all reported non-synonymous variants in a group of 699 children with acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) treated on St. Jude Children's Research Hospital Total XIIIB and Total XV protocols. Details of patients included in the current analysis and previous analysis (Trevino et al. 2009 ) are included in Supplemental Figure 7 . Germline DNA was extracted from blood after remission was achieved. Genotypes were generated and calls made as described (Trevino et al. 2009 ), using GeneChip Human Mapping 500K Array sets or the Genome-Wide Human SNP Array 6.0 (Affymetrix). The SLCO1B1 T521C (rs4149056) SNP was genotyped as described (Trevino et al. 2009 ). Genotyping and sequencing strategies are detailed in the Supplemental Material.
The methods used to generate each SNP genotype are included in Supplemental Table 1 . The P-values (before and after adjustment for the T521C SNP, rs4149056), effect size, and SNPs included in the multivariate model are included in Supplemental Table 2 . The Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium P-value and MAF in each ancestry group are included in Supplemental Table 3 .
Bioinformatics
We used four prediction algorithms-SIFT (Ng and Henikoff 2001) , PMUT (Ferrer-Costa et al. 2004 ), SNPS3D (Yue et al. 2006) , and Polyphen2 (Adzhubei et al. 2010 )-to categorize NS SNPs into damaging or tolerated groups. The SNPs in the damaging group (n = 7) were predicted to be damaging by three or four of the algorithms, while the other NS SNPs were included in the tolerated group (Table 2) . Supplemental Table 5 contains the individual SNP scores for each algorithm.
Cellular uptake assays
The plasmid pCMV6-XL4 vector, encoding SLCO1B1*1b, was purchased from Origene, and SLCO1B1 was subsequently subcloned into pcDNA5/FRT/TO (Invitrogen). Mutations were introduced by the QuikChange II XL Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent Technologies) and confirmed by 3 H]methotrexate as described in detail in the Supplemental Methods. The uptake of SLCO1B1 variant-expressing cells was normalized to the uptake of SLCO1B1*1a (WT)-expressing cells and expressed as the average uptake from two or three independent assays done in triplicate. Results were compared using a two-tailed t-test.
Statistical analysis
Missing SNP genotypes among the 93 SNPs analyzed in 699 patients were imputed using the fastPHASE software (Scheet and Stephens 2006) . Haplotypes were inferred using PHASE (Stephens et al. 2001) . Genetic ancestries of patients were estimated using STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. 2000) based on genotypes from the SNP array (Yang et al. 2010) . Imputation of variants from the 1000 Genomes Project was performed using MACH1.0 (Li et al. 2010 ) based on HapMap CEU, YRI, CHB, and JPT reference populations (additional details in the Supplemental Methods).
The Cochran-Armitage Trend Test (prop.trend.test in R) was used to compare the proportion of patients in each clearance decile group harboring at least one NS, damaging NS, or rare damaging NS SNP (Fig. 1) . The Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used to compare adjusted methotrexate clearance in patients (excluding carriers of the rs4149056 C allele) with rare damaging NS SNPs, rare tolerated NS SNPs, and those with no rare NS SNPs ( Fig. 2A) . This non-parametric test was used because the sample size was small (n = 20 patients with rare damaging NS SNPs, n = 14 patients with rare tolerated NS SNPs).
Average methotrexate clearance was used as the phenotype because linear mixed effect models considering the clearance of each course of methotrexate individually did not alter the association between genotypes and methotrexate clearance when compared with using the average methotrexate clearance across all courses (Trevino et al. 2009 ). Associations between germline SNP genotypes and methotrexate clearance were evaluated using a general linear model assuming an additive effect of allelic dosage, with all models including age, ancestry, gender, and treatment regimen as ''clinical'' covariates (Supplemental Table 2 ). Effect size refers to the beta from the linear regression (Table 2; Supplemental  Tables 2, 4 ). ''Adjusted methotrexate clearance'' refers to the residual from the linear regression including the clinical covariates. Age was coded in years and treated as a continuous variable. The treatment regimen was coded as a categorical variable. Clinical covariates were always included in any analyses of genetic (single SNP or multiple SNPs) association with clearance.
Multiple linear regression analysis was used to estimate percent variation explained by multiple genotypes and other covariates. All SNPs were grouped into the following categories: common NS, rare NS, synonymous, 59 upstream, UTR, or intronic. Linear regression models were fit by including each category of SNPs sequentially (in the order above). We performed a forward selection strategy, adding SNPs that were significant at the 0.05 level in the presence of the SNPs and additional covariates already in the model. The significance of the SNP was determined using ANOVA comparing the models with the SNP versus without the SNP. The difference in R 2 values between the models was used to calculate the percentage of variation attributable to each variable. Clinical covariates were included in all models. Statistical analyses were conducted using R (http://www.r-project.org/) and Statistica 10 (StatSoft, Inc). All P-values presented are two-sided and were not adjusted for multiple testing.
Data access
The data have been submitted to dbGaP under accession number phs000426.v1.p1 (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/gap/cgibin/study.cgi?study_id=phs000426.v1.p1).
